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Introduction 

This document has been provided to the Prime Minister’s Office, Privy Council Office, 

Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada and the Minister of Crown-

Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs.   

It identifies the three forms of legal and political framework which include: 

1. The implementation of the framework governing Crown and Indian Nation 

relations. 

2. The implementation of the Parliament and Federal Government legal framework 

respecting the recognition and protection of inherent rights and title, treaties and 

treaty rights. 

3. The implementation of legal and political framework of Inherent Sovereignty of 

Indian Nations. 

How is this framework implemented? 

1. Termination of the 14th Century Papal Bull 1493, the Doctrine of Discovery, 

Empire and Canadian Colonial Policies. 

2. Unique and special laws of Indian Nations and the Crown. 

3. New Ministries of the Federal Government. 

A new framework does not need to be negotiated because the existing framework 

identifies the lawful and political mandate to implement everything that has been 

included in the processes of reconciliation: UNDRIP, 94 Calls to Action, the federal law 

review, the Nation-to-Nation Government-to-Government Relations and the 

Sovereignty/Treaty Relations.   

It is critical that collective support be given to the implementation of a justice system and 

inherent legal system under our governments, jurisdiction and laws of Indian Nations; 

without these systems there will be no inherent rights, treaties or treaty rights 

implementation and enforcement; or, any form of Nation-to-Nation Government-to-

Government relations.  It is our responsibility to validate and implement UNDRIP.   

Respectfully, 

Sol Sanderson 
Senator, Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations 
Chairman, Treaty 6 Implementation Team 
Consultant, First Nations Forum 
E:  sesand@sasktel.net 
C:  (306) 960-3023 
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1. Comprehensive “Legal and Political” Framework  

The framework is governed by: 

a. Inherent Rights/Title 

b. International Treaties 1 to 11 

c. Royal Proclamation of 1763 

d. Constitution Act 1982 (BNA Act 1867) 

e. International laws 

f. UNDRIP (United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples) 

The comprehensive “legal and political framework” provides for the recognition of 

Crown/Indian Nations relations, Sovereignty/Treaty relations, inherent sovereignty of 

Indian Nations and the Crown’s assumed authority, nation to nation, government to 

government relations. 

The Sovereignty/Treaty relations and nation to nation, government to government 

relations, requires the implementation of the following: 

 Implementing the interface of government, jurisdiction and laws under the 

inherent sovereignty of Indian Nations and the Crown’s assumed sovereignty, 

implementing the relationships that includes: 

o Political relations implementing the equality of governments, jurisdiction 

and laws respecting Frist Nation Governments, Federal Government and 

Provincial Governments that includes the interface of jurisdictions and 

laws: English Common Law, French Civil Code of Quebec and First 

Nations/Indigenous Laws. First Nations implementing their inherent 

sovereignty, inherent rights and powers of self-determination. 

o Treaty relations implementing the National Powers of Treaty making of 

their respective Nations as the legal and political powers to the Treaties, 

implementing the International Status of the Treaties One to Eleven as 

parties to the Treaties under their respective governments, jurisdiction and 

laws. The Spirit and Intent of the Treaties requires giving legal effect to 

Inherent Rights, Treaties and Treaty Rights through traditional and 

contemporary systems implemented under Indian Nations and Federal 

schedule of “unique and special laws” by sector. 
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o Judicial relations implementing judicial relations between 

Federal/Provincial/Indian Nations-Indigenous Nations Justice Systems 

and establishing a traditional/contemporary justice and inherent legal 

system under Indian Nations government, jurisdiction and laws that will 

include the law review and the implementation of the interface of 

jurisdictions and laws respecting English Common Laws, French Civil 

Code and Indian Nations-Indigenous laws. Implement and enforce a 

traditional and contemporary Justice Act under governments, jurisdiction 

and laws of Indian Nations. 

o Economic relations implementing economic relations between Canada 

and Indian Nations-Indigenous Nations that is community based, regional, 

national and international implementing and establishing Indian 

Nations/Indigenous traditional/contemporary community based regional, 

national and international economy under Indian Nations-Indigenous 

Nations governments, jurisdiction and laws implementing and enforcing a 

traditional and contemporary Trade and Commerce Act and Corporation 

Act under the governments, jurisdiction and laws of Indian Nations. The 

Indian Nations economy will implement inherent rights and Treaty rights in 

every sector of the economy and provides for Indian Nations/Indigenous 

Nations equity and ownership in every sector of the economy on and off 

reserves throughout traditional and ancestral lands territories. Implement 

an Indian Nations fee on all resource development throughout traditional 

ancestral lands and resource territory. 

o Fiscal relations implementing new Federal/Indian Nations-Indigenous 

Nations fiscal relations with the recognition of Indian Nations Finance 

Administration Acts occupying the fields of Indian Nations fiscal relations 

and financing of Indian Nations-Indigenous Nations governments at all 

levels, recognition of the Federal Finance Administration Act with 

amendments. 

Implementing inherent rights, Treaty rights and Treaty based funding: 

a. Implementation of Indian Nation budgets and acceptable salary grids 

and benefits by sector, 

b. Implementation of Indian Nation laws and Federal laws governing 

program standards in all sectors, 

c. Implementing new government to government fiscal agreements based 

on the lawful capacity of both parties making fiscal agreements under 

their respective Finance Administration Acts, 
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d. Grant funding, direct transfers, annual indexing, total population, and, 

e. Implementing political accountability, program accountability and fiscal 

accountability under respective governments, jurisdiction and laws, 

with political and executive management funding. 

o International relations implementing: 

a. International Treaties One to Eleven 

b. United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples 

c. International laws 

d. Jay Treaty 

e. Novation of the Crown (Theory) 

f. New international relations and institutions 

g. Civil/Political Convention 

h. Socio-Economic Convention 

Implementing the spirit and intent of the Treaties by giving legal effect to inherent rights, 

Treaties and Treaty rights through “unique and special laws” under the governments, 

jurisdiction and laws of the Crown/Indian Nations. 

 Unique and special laws of Indian Nations occupying the field with jurisdiction 

and laws in all sectors under governments of Indian Nations (Schedule of 

laws attached). 

 Unique and special laws of the Federal government that clearly identifies the 

Federal, legal, fiscal and trusts for inherent rights/title, Treaties and Treaty 

rights (Schedule of laws attached). 

2. The Parliament and Federal Government Legal Framework respecting 
the Recognition and Protection of Indian (Indigenous/Aboriginal) 
Inherent Rights and Title, Treaties and Treaty Rights. 

Expansion of Federal powers and jurisdiction. 

Section 35(1) and (2) of the Constitution Act 1982 expand Federal powers and 

jurisdiction over Section 91(24) of the British North American Act 1876 that now 

includes the Provincial government Section 92 powers respecting Crown/Indian Nations 

relations. The Federal government enact “unique” and special laws implementing 

inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty rights in all sectors. Both the courts and the 
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construction of new laws and policies are eroding Indianess under Section 91(24) of the 

BNA Act 1876. The Auditor General has informed the Federal government, INAC and 

FNIHB/Health Canada “your policies have no legislative base”. 

Renewed legal and political institutions and structures of the governments of Indian 

Nations are required implementing the kinship/clan systems and the highly structured 

and disciplined societies of Indian Nations. The traditional and contemporary justice 

system and inherent legal system has to be implemented under the governments, 

jurisdiction and laws of Indian Nations. 

Implementation of new and renewed Crown/Indian Nations relations. 

Section 35(1) provides the capacity for parliament and the federal government to 

lawfully and politically recognize the inherent sovereignty of Indian nations, the inherent 

rights of self-determination and the inherent rights and powers associated with the 

national power of the governments of Indian nations; that includes the powers 

associated with internal, external and international affairs of Indian nations. This also 

includes the national powers of treaty making that resulted in the making of the 

international treaties number one to eleven.  Inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and 

title are reserved, recognized and confirmed by implementing the national powers of 

treaty making and the international treaties one to eleven. 

Implementing “unique and special laws” of the Federal government that provides for the 

federal, fiscal, legal and trust obligation for inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty 

rights of Indian Nations and peoples. 

The current legal framework governing the legal and political obligations and 

responsibilities of Parliament and the Federal government is identified in the 

“comprehensive legal and political framework” governing Crown/Indian Nations 

relations, Sovereignty/Treaty relations, Nation-to-Nation, Government-to-Government 

relations as documented in number I above. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 provides 

for the recognition of the responsibilities of the Crown over Indians and Indian lands 

reserved for Indians, by treaty making and the international Treaties One to Eleven. 

European sovereignty and/or settlement could not be achieved without the Crown 

making treaties with Indian Nations. Treaties are the means by which the Crown could 

obtain use and occupation of lands for settlement, the Indian Nations never ceded the 

title to lands and/or resources to the Crown. 

“The Royal Proclamation of 1763 document is ‘the genesis’ of the Crown’s fiduciary 

duty”. 

The Royal Proclamation of 1763, is the royal instructions that provides “a Bill of Rights” 

for the Crown’s legal and political recognition of inherent sovereignty of Indian Nations, 
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the inherent rights of self-determination, the national powers of the governments of 

Indian Nations for governing and the national powers of treaty making. The 

proclamation recognizes the inherent rights and title of Indian Nations. It establishes the 

Crown’s treaty making process with Indian Nations.  

Section 91(24) of the British North American Act 1867 is a Federal division of power that 

provides for the responsibilities under the proclamation of the Federal government. 

Section 91(24) powers of the Federal government are enacted under the Indian Act to 

carry out its Constitutional responsibilities. Section 91(24) of the BNA Act 1867 prevents 

the Provincial governments from legislating for Indians and Indian lands. 

The comprehensive legal and political framework governing Crown/Indian Nations 

relations provides for the Federal government’s capacity to enact “unique and special 

laws” under Section 35 of the Constitution Act 1982 and the British North America Act 

1867 Section 91(24). The form of “unique and special laws” will provide for the lawful 

and political recognition of the Federal legal, fiscal and trust obligations respecting 

inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty rights impacting on Indian peoples and 

Indian Nations.  

The Indian Act, Section 91(24) and Section 35(1) and (2): 

The Indian Act impacts on three critical issues. The issues are benefits, membership 

and lands that are currently managed by the Federal government. The comprehensive 

legal and political framework provides for the recognition of inherent sovereignty, 

inherent rights and title that are granted to the peoples and Indian Nations by the 

Creator. They are not granted by any agreements, constitutions or manmade laws. 

Indian Nations implemented national powers of treaty making and the international 

treaties by: 

 “Reserving” inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title by treaty making 

and the Treaties, and 

 “Recognizing” inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title by treaty making 

and the Treaties, and, 

 “Confirming” inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title by treaty making 

and the Treaties. 

Treaty making and the Treaties do not give the Crown any authority to determine our 

form of government or our citizenship of Indian Nations. The jurisdiction over citizenship 

is the responsibility of the people and governments of Indian Nations. All lands and 

resources reserved, recognized and confirmed by treaty making and Treaties for the 

reserve lands of a band/community and all of the lands and resources, reserved for the 
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nations are reserved with sovereignty of the Indian Nations remaining intact in the title 

to all lands and resource of the bands/communities and the nations. 

Therefore, governments of Indian Nations will occupy the field in all sectors with “unique 

and special laws” that includes citizenship acts and laws of Indian Nations and lands 

and resource acts of Indian Nations that recognizes the “sovereignty of Indian Nations 

in the title to lands and resources”, on and off reserves in the ancestral/traditional and 

Treaty territories. The form of Federal “unique and special laws” for membership and 

lands will include Federal laws to register Indians with the recognition of inherent rights, 

Treaties and Treaty rights with full benefits. Recognition of the jurisdiction of the 

governments of Indian Nations over their respective citizenship. 

This also requires an amendment to the Citizenship Act of Canada recognizing the 

rights and benefits of Indians and Indian Nations. Federal law recognizing Indian 

Nations ‘Lands and Resource Acts’ and a form of new Federal law that provides for the 

recognition of the title of Indian Nations in lands and resources. This includes the 

Federal fiscal obligations for the Indian Nations lands management, etc. 

The United Nations conducted a study on international treaties that was presented in 

July 1998, this study included an examination of the status of Treaty No. Six. The 

United Nations declared and recognized the international status of Treaty No. Six. The 

breach of International Treaty No. 6 by the British government was examined. The 

United Nations declared the enactment of the National Resource Transfer Agreement 

(NRTA) of 1930 being invalid as it amended the BNA Act 1867 that breached Treaty No. 

6 without the consent of the Indian Nation who are the other party to that treaty. The 

NRTA Act of 1930 changed the provisions of Treaty No. 6 and provided for the transfer 

of land title from the Federal government to Provincial governments without the consent 

of Indian Nations. The United Nations found that the NRTA 1930 is invalid and the 

transfer of lands is invalid. 

The other important issue impacting on the Federal government and the pending new 

legal framework is the community, regional, national and international “portability of 

the sovereignty, inherent rights, Treaties and Treaty rights of the peoples of 

Indian Nations” is recognized by the inherent sovereignty of Indian Nations, 

international treaties and now Section 35(1) and (2) of the Constitution Act 1982 and 

UNDRIP. 

Interface of jurisdiction/laws includes: 

 English Common Laws, English law that is being implemented in Canada, 

 French Civil Code, French law that is being implemented in the province of 

Quebec, 

 Indian/Indigenous Laws, laws of Indian Nations will be implemented in the 

territories of Indian Nations. 
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3. Legal/Political Framework of Inherent Sovereignty of Indian Nations 

“Inherent sovereignty of Indian Nations, inherent rights and title are granted by the 

Creator” to Indian Nations and peoples. They are not granted by any agreement, 

constitution or manmade laws.  

Inherent rights and title, spirituality and beliefs: 

 Identify and list inherent rights and title;  

 Traditions 

 Customs 

 Values 

 Practices 

 Culture 

 Language 

 Justice 

 Self-Government 

 Citizenship 

 Membership 

 Land 

 Resources 

 Water 

 Health 

 Hunting, Fishing, 

Trapping and Gathering 

 Education 

 Social development 

 Economic 

 Shelter 

 Air 
 

 Define inherent rights and title in our respective languages based on the 

worldview/philosophy, traditions, customs, practices, values and beliefs of Indian 

Nations; 

 Identify the collective/individual duties and responsibilities associated with each of 

the inherent rights and titles (lands/resources); 

 Develop the plans and strategies implementing inherent rights and title by sector; 

and, 

 Construct and make the “unique and special laws” giving legal effect to inherent 

rights and title under the governments, jurisdiction and laws of Indian Nations. 

Inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title and the national inherent rights and 

powers of self-determination. 

The national powers includes all of the powers associated with determining the form of 

government, citizenship, justice and laws, all internal, national and international affairs 

of Indian Nations. Note: The Indian communities form one political unit of their 

respective nations. 

Inherent sovereignty and the national powers of treaty making. 

 Inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title are “reserved” by treaty making and 

the Treaties. 
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 Inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title are “recognized” by treaty making 

and the Treaties. 

 Inherent sovereignty, inherent rights and title are “confirmed” by treaty making 

and the Treaties. 

Status of the Treaties 1 to 11; the Crown/Indian Nations. 

Treaties 1 to 11 are made by the Empire of Ireland and England and Indian Nations. 

Commissioners representing the Crown in Right of Ireland and England implemented 

the royal instruction under the Royal Proclamation of 1763. 

4. Termination of the 14th Century Papal Bull 1493, the Doctrine of 
Discovery, Empire and Canadian Colonial Policies. 

The 14th Century Papal Bull issued Christian instructions by the Pope of the Catholic 

Church: 

 Indigenous peoples are not “human or Christian” 

 Indigenous people are not human so “they do not have sovereignty and 

government” 

 Indigenous people are not human so “they do not have title to lands and 

resources” 

 Indigenous people are not human so “they do not have rights” 

These Christian policies exist today in 2018. The 14th Century Papal Bull validated the 

empire Christian Doctrine of Discovery, where the explorers of the empires “took illegal 

control of indigenous lands and resources”. The empire’s implemented the doctrine of 

the “Law of Dominance” that made it legal to kill indigenous peoples. 

The Empire and Canadian Colonial policies: 

a. The Empire and Canadian Colonial Policies are based on the Doctrine of 

Discovery and the introduction of the Papal Bulls. 

b. The Empire Colonial Policies and Objectives for the implementation of the 1830 

Detribalization Policies and the objectives of: 

 Christianization 

 Civilization 

 Integration 

 Assimilation 
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 Liquidation 

First target was the detribalization of the Indian Nations; targeting the destruction of 

individuals, families, societies and communities of Indian Nations, and this continues 

today. 

The Christian and Government Laws and Policies were constructed to implement all of 

these objectives as they impact on Indians and Inuit and now the Metis. 

The current Canadian Colonial policies are also based on the Doctrine of Discovery, the 

instructions of the Papal Bulls, and the Empire Detribalization policies and objectives. 

These Colonial Policies include: 

a. The 1947 plan to liquidate Canada’s Indian Problem within 25 years. 

b. The 1969 White Paper Policies, the goals of the White Paper were to: 

 Eliminate the Indian status by amending existing laws and/or constructing 

new laws 

 Dissolve the Department of Indian Affairs within five years 

 Abolish the Indian Act 

 Convert reserve land to private property that can be sold by the band or its 

members 

 Transfer responsibility for Indian Affairs from the Federal government to the 

province and integrate these services into those provided to other Canadian 

citizens 

 Provide funding for economic development 

 Appoint commissioner to address outstanding land claims and gradually 

terminate existing treaties. 

c. The 1974/76 Native Policies 

d. The 1980 Buffalo Jump Policies; all designed to: 

i. Termination of the International Treaties between Indian Nations and the 

Crown. 

ii. The termination of the Special Rights and Status of Indians. 

iii. Implementation of the 1969, 1st generation Devolution Policies and the 

1980, 2nd generation Devolution Policies transferring Federal Obligations 

for Indian Health, Education, Social Development, Child Welfare, etc…, to 
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Provincial Governments terminating the special and unique Programs and 

Services for Indians under the Treaties and Constitution. 

iv. Amending and/or constructing new laws to terminate the Special Status 

and Rights of Indians. 

v. The implementation and institutionalization of the Doctrine of Discovery, 

the instructions of the Papal Bulls, the Empire Colonial 1830 

Detribalization Policies, the Canadian Colonial Policies of 1947, 1969, 

1974/76 and 1980 Buffalo Jump have resulted in the total loss of control 

by Indians (Indian Nations) in all sectors impacting on Social Justice and 

the current critical community and unacceptable Third World Social 

Conditions.  The implementation of these policies have also resulted in 

institutional systemic racism and systemic racism in the justice legal 

system towards Indian, Inuit and Metis. 

 

5. Unique and Special Laws of Indian Nations and the Crown 

Sovereign nations make treaties, treaties do not make nations. The implementation 

of the “spirit and intent of the Treaties” requires the implementation of inherent rights 

and title and Treaties and Treaty rights. The Treaties 1 to 11 are international 

treaties and to maintain the international status of treaties, both parties to the Treaty 

have to give legal effect to the Treaties under their respective governments, 

jurisdiction and laws. 

“Unique and special laws” of the governments of Indian Nations are required to give 

legal effect to inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty rights through traditional 

and contemporary systems by sector under the governments, jurisdiction and laws 

of Indian Nations. See part II for the Federal “unique and special laws”. 

Renewed legal and political institutions and structures of the government of Indian 

Nations are required implementing the kinship/clan systems and the highly 

structured and disciplined societies of Indian Nations. The traditional and 

contemporary justice system and inherent legal system has to be implemented 

under the governments, jurisdiction and laws of Indian Nations. 

The international Treaties One to Eleven forms one major Treaty between the Crown 

and Indian Nations. All the written text and/or oral understandings of Treaty No. 1 

applies to Treaties Two to Eleven and vice versa. 
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6. New Ministries of the Federal government 

The Ministry of Crown/Indigenous Relations. A division of “Crown/Indian Nations” 

has to be included in the ministry with the following: 

a) Political Relations Secretariat 

b) Treaty Relations Secretariat  (Appendix: International Treaties 1 to 11: Spirt and 

Intent of Articles to Treaties) 

c) Judicial Relations Secretariat 

d) Economic Relations Secretariat 

e) Fiscal Relations Secretariat 

f) International Relations Secretariat 

g) Implementation of the spirit and intent of the international Treaties 1 to 11 giving 

legal effect to inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty Rights 

Crown/Indigenous Services must include a division with a Crown/Indian Nations 

Services. Implementation plans and strategies for implementing inherent rights and title, 

Treaties and Treaty Rights by sector. 

Unique and special Federal laws are required giving legal effect to inherent rights/title, 

Treaties and Treaty rights with new Federal laws that governs the program standards in 

all sectors under the Federal government, jurisdiction and laws. 

Sovereign nations make treaties, treaties do not make nations. 

The implementation of the “spirit and intent of the Treaties” requires the implementation 

of inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty rights. The Treaties 1 to 11 are 

international treaties and to maintain the international status of Treaties, both parties to 

the Treaty have to give legal effect to the Treaties under their respective governments, 

jurisdiction and laws. 

“Unique and special laws” of the governments of Indian Nations are required to give 

legal effect to inherent rights and title, Treaties and Treaty rights through traditional and 

contemporary systems by sector under the governments jurisdiction and laws of Indian 

Nations.  See part “II” for the Federal “unique and special laws”. 
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Appendix 
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Self-Termination - Self Determination Chart 
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Canadian Map:  Modern Treaties and Self-Government Agreements  
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Inherent Rights and Title 
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International Treaties 1 to 11:  Spirit and Intent of Articles to Treaties 

Treaties of the Indian Nations with the Crown of England now in Right of Canada 

1763 Exempted Lands by Royal Proclamation 

1794 Jay Treaty 

1817 Selkirk Treaty 

1850 Robinson Treaty – Superior 

1862 Manitoulin Island Treaty 

1871 Treaty #1 – Stone Fort Treaty 

1871 Treaty #2 – The Manitoba Post Treaty 

1873 Treaty #3 – The Northwest Angle Treaty 

1874 Treaty #4 – The Qu’Appelle Treaty 

1875 Treaty #5 – The Winnipeg Treaty 

1876 Treaty #6 – Fort Carlton and Fort Pitt 

1877 Treaty #7 – Blackfeet Treaty 

1889 Major Adhesion to Treaty #6 

1899 Treaty #8 

1905 Treaty #9 

1906 Treaty #10 

1908 Major Adhesion to Treaty #5 

1921 Treaty #1 

1923 Chippewa’s Treaty 

1929 Major Adhesion to Treaty #9 
 
 

Indian Treaty Rights are ours to protect for future generations and to keep on our way of life as 

our Creator taught us.  We cannot sell it or give it away.  We can share it with you in the spirit of 

co-existence. 
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The Spirit and Intent of Treaty 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Indian Land, Water and Resources 

 Lands occupied and improved for social and economic benefit prior to Treaty remain 
Indian land.   

 Reserve lands to be expanded based on growth of population. 
 
The establishment of reserved Indian Land under Treaty is clear; reserve land is land 
that was reserved by First Nations as sovereign territory and where their sovereign 
jurisdiction remain in force.  It is important to recognize the fact that reserves were not 
granted to the Indian nations under Treaty the land was retained by them for their 
exclusive use and benefit. 
 
In addition to specific Indian reserve land, Indian jurisdiction is maintained over a range 
of other lands.  Some of these extraterritorial land rights include: 
 

 hunting and trapping areas 

 fishing stations 

 gathering meadows 

 hay meadows 

 burial grounds and sacred lands 

 traditional meeting grounds 

 timber berths 

 agricultural reserves 

 
Anything not specifically negotiated by the First Nations by the Articles of Treaty remain 
under Indian jurisdiction including renewable and non-renewable resources. 
 
Treaty establishes a sovereign relationship.  There was no consent reached with regard 
to a variety of natural resources which therefore remain under First Nations jurisdiction 
subject to additional negotiations and agreement.  These include: water, minerals, 
forests, game and air space.  

“What I have offered does not take away your way of life, you will have it then as you 

have it now, and what I offer is put on top it”. 
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The Spirit and Intent and Treaty Agreements 

Recognition of Nations, Tribes of Nations, Chiefs and Headmen as heads of State of 
Nations/Tribes, Cree Nations (Plains, Woodland, Swampy and Willow Cree), Ojibway 
Nation, Chippewan Nation, Saulteaux Nation, Assiniboine Nation, Blackfeet Nation, 
Sarcees Nation, Peigan Nation, Bloods Nation, Stony Nation 
 
 

Treaty Recognition of Nations and Tribes of Indians and Parties to the 
Treaties 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recognition of Chiefs and Headmen as the Heads of the State of Nations and Tribes of 
Indians having Treaty Making Powers; acknowledging that Chiefs and Headmen 
represent the Nation and Tribes of Indians entering into and signing the Treaties as 
official and legal parties to the Treaties. 
 
 

Chief and Headmen Salaries and Annuities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “Her majesty the Queen … of the new part and the Chippewa and Swampy Cree, 

Tribes of the Indians, ... of the other part.” 

That they are composed of Saulteaux and Lac Seul Indians of the Ojibway Nation” 

Assiniboine Tribes of Indians” … “Saulteaux and Swampy Cree Tribes of Indians” …  

“the Blackfoot, Blood, Piegan, Sarcee, Stoney and other Indians … of the other part.” 

 

“Annual payment to each Indian … from $3 to $5 per annum and make payment 

over and above such sum of $5 to $20 each and every year to each Chief and each 

Headmen,” … “However, that each Chief or other Indians who shall receive such 

increased annuity or annual payment, “…, “a dress distinguishing him as Chief,” 

such, shall, shall receive an annual salary of twenty-five dollars per annum and each 

subordinate officer, not exceeding four for each band, shall receive fifteen dollars 

per annum,” … “a suit of clothing,” … “ suitable flag and medal,” … “on horse, 

harness and wagon,”…. 
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The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Education 

The inherent right to education is reserved, recognized, confirmed and guaranteed by 
Treaty, Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Constitutional Act of 1982. 
 
The First Nation’s negotiators sought, and the negotiators of the Crown agreed to 
EDUCATION as a RIGHT.  The Government of Canada, upon receipt of direction from 
and under the authority of the Indian Government, was made responsible for the 
establishment of the necessary facilities and the required resources. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The citizens of the First Nations who concluded Treaties with the Crown were 
guaranteed: 

1. Education facilities and financial resources required to preserve the First Nations 
way of life and values would always be provided. 

2. Education, as authorized by, according to the direction from and under the 
control of Indian Government authority will be established in perpetuity. 

3. The Education system would be the way by which the continuation of all Treaty 
Rights are ensured to future generations. 

 

“And further her majesty agrees to maintain a school in each reserve 

hereby made, whenever the Indians of the reserve shall desire it.’ 

Further, Her majesty agrees to maintain a school in reserve, allotted to 

each Band, as soon as they settle on the said reserve, and are prepared for 

a teacher.” 

“And further, Her majesty agrees to maintain schools for instruction in 

such reserves hereby made, as to Her Government of the Dominion of 

Canada may seem available, whenever the Indians of the reserve shall 

desire it.” 

“Further, Her Majesty agrees to pay the salaries of such teacher to instruct 

the children of the said Indians as to Her Majesty’s Government of the 

Dominion of Canada may seem advisable.” 

“Further, Her Majesty agrees to make such provision as may from time to 

time be deemed advisable for the education of Indian children.” 
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“(We insist) that we will be supplied with medicines free of cost.” 

“A medicine chest shall be kept .... for the use and benefit of the Indians.” 

“We promised that supplies of medicines would be put in charge of persons 

selected by the Government at different points and would be distributed free to 

those of the Indians who might require them.” 

“We assured them that the Government would always be ready to avail itself of 

any opportunity of affording medical service just as it provided.  The physician 

attached to the Commission should give free attendance to all Indians whom he 

might find in need of treatment...” 

 

4. The system established would enable Treaty Indians to function as a special 
autonomous Confederate members in Canada, in a socio-economic environment 
compatible with non-Indian society. 

5. The Education Provisions of Treaty apply to the skills, trades and professions 
required by sector including spiritual, social, health, economics, justice, 
language, political developments, etc. 

6. Treaties provided for the maintenance of a “school” to be maintained on reserve 
“school” meaning K – 12, universities and colleges (post-secondary education). 

 
The Federal Government is required to enact federal law through an act respecting First 
Nations education that provides for the full scope of their jurisdiction and fiscal 
obligation under the Treaties and the Constitution Act 1982 and the BNA Act, 19867 – 
Sec. 91(24).  The First Nation is required to ratify the education provisions of Treaty by 
invoking a First Nations Education Act and to provide for the maintenance of their 
inherent jurisdiction over education. 
 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Health 

To the First Nations negotiators “medicines” and the Treaty promise to supply them 
means all that is required to maintain proper health.  Subsequent Treaty negotiation 
made firm arrangements for all types of Health services supplied and maintained by the 
Governor. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The inherent right to health is reserved, recognized, confirmed and guaranteed by 
Treaty, the Royal Proclamation 1763 and the Constitution Act 1982. 
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“That in the event of hereafter of the Indians compromised within this Treaty being 

overtaken by any pestilence, or by a general feminine, the Queen... will grant to the 

Indians assistance of such character and to such extent... necessary and sufficient to 

relieve the Indians from the calamity that shall have befallen them.” 

Treaty health provisions included: hospitals, medicine, doctors, examination and 
treatment of the sick, x-rays and medical technology. 
 
“Performance for the poor, unfortunate, blind and lame.” – Teeteequaysay 
 
The annual treaty day was established in part to review the progress of the medical 
services delivered on an annual basis to ensure this entitlement was kept up to date 
with modern medical practice. 
 
The Federal Government is required to enact federal law through an act respecting First 
Nations Health that provides for the full scope of their jurisdiction and fiscal obligations 
under the treaties, the 1982 Constitution Act and the 1876 BNA Act section 91 (24). 
 
First Nations are required to ratify the health provisions of treaty by enacting a First 
Nations Health Act to provide for the maintenance of their inherent jurisdiction over 
health. 
 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Social Assistance 

 
The exact meaning of this guarantee was subject of extensive discussion by the First 
Nations Treaty negotiators.  They foresaw the needs their people would have in the 
future until their economy was sufficiently restructured tot eh changing realities and 
were intent on securing the assistance required to achieve the quality of life promised. 
 
The First Nations leaders foresaw the difficulties which would confront unborn 
generations of Indians and secured the promise of this type of assistance before the 
Treaty was signed. 
 
The working of the stipulation in the Treaty was carefully structured to mean for the First 
Nation’s exactly the same thing it meant to the English negotiators in order that here 
could be no misunderstanding in the future. 
 
Pestilence means a “deadly disease” or “anything regarded as harmful”. 
 
Famine means “hunger” or “any acute shortage” of basic human needs. 
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“The Chief and Headmen are not to be lightly put aside.  The Chief and 

Headmen have to keep peace, order and good government, they are to try and 

keep order among their people.” 

“We will try to keep order in the whole country.” 

“They promise and engage that they will in all respects obey and abide by the 

law and they will maintain peace and good order between each other and also 

between themselves and other tribes of Indians and between themselves and 

others of Her Majesty’s subjects.” 

“They will aid and assist the Officers of Her Majesty in bringing to justice and 

punishment anyone offending against the stipulations of this Treaty or infringing 

the Laws in force in the country so ceded.” 

 

Calamity means “great misfortune” including extraordinary poverty, widespread ill health 
and not economic development and self-reliance. 
 
The federal government is required to legislate this treaty provision to protect and 
guarantee a First Nations Social Safety Net and First Nations Social Services including 
elders, child and family services and protection. 
 
First Nations are required to protect by law their inherent jurisdiction and responsibilities 
to provide for the protection and security of their citizens in the form of child welfare, 
elder care and to establish the support programs and services by band. 
 
 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Police Protection and the Extradition 

Process 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
No federal or provincial law applies on Indian land except where the Band Government 
involved has passed a law expressly adopting a specific law in portion or in its entirety.  
Canada provides, at the direction of First Nations Governments (or supports as required 
Indian jurisdiction over international trade relationships, defense and foreign policy. 
 
In the law enforcement area, offenses, other than the Criminal Code offenses are 
defined by First Nation law punishable by First Nation courts with right of appeal through 
the Canadian Court System. 
 
People committing offenses on First Nation land, defined by First Nation law, but fleeing 
to non-Indian land would be subject to return to the First Nation Government jurisdiction 
concerned upon application from the appropriate First Nation court.  A reciprocal 
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“As the tribe advances, all agriculture implements to be supplied in proportion.” 

“It is further agreed between Her Majesty and the said Indians that... articles shall 

be supplied to any band of the said Indians who are now cultivating the soil or who 

shall hereafter commence to cultivate the land.” 

Including: agricultural implements, forestry equipment, carpentry equipment, 

domestic animals and transportation equipment. 

agreement applies in the case of people (Indian or non-Indian committing offenses on 
non-Indian land and fleeing to Indian land). 
 
The extradition clause in the Treaty respects the principle of equality of government 
jurisdiction, law and courts respective First Nation government and the governments of 
the Crown. 
 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Economics 

The treaties guaranteed the continuation of a First Nations economy under First Nations 
jurisdiction that includes trade and commerce throughout First Nations territory. 
 
Over half of the negotiations conducted on treaty deal with this massive right.  The 
equipment, expertise and assistance required to maintain the existing Indian economy – 
hunting, fishing, and trapping; and to develop new structures, strategies and economy 
for agriculture, business, industry, resource development and technology and financial 
institutions.  There are multitude of articles of treaty regarding economics. 
 

 
 
Teeteequaysay, “When timber becomes scarcer on the reserves we select, we want to 
be free to take it anywhere...”  A guarantee for selection of special reserves to be set 
aside by band for timber berths throughout the territory. 
 
First Nations were guaranteed under treaty: 

1. Exclusive ownership, jurisdiction and management of resources and land 
throughout treaty territory. 

2. Financial and technical support for the establishment of a strong, self-sufficient 
First Nations economics is guaranteed by treaty. 

3. First Nations economic institutions for development and finances are required. 

4. Support to business, industrial and resource development to ensure a level of life 
equivalent to that of the non-Indian society is guaranteed. 
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“Her Majesty further agrees with Her said Indians that they, the said Indians, shall 

have right to pursue their avocations of hunting and fishing throughout the tract 

surrendered under certain conditions as herein before described.” 

 

5. First Nations’ economies and Canadian Federal/Provincial economies and 
economic relations must be governed by the provision of treaty. 

6. Complementary First Nations’ laws and jurisdiction versus the Federal/Provincial 
laws and jurisdiction are required respecting each other’s economies. 

7. First Nations must establish the jurisdiction respecting First Nations Trade and 
Commerce. 

 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Hunting, Fishing, Trapping and 

Gathering 

 

The written provision of the Treaties do not adequately reflect the agreements reached 
in the negotiations of the Treaties. 

1. Neither the written texts of the first two Treaties signed in 1871 explicitly 
mentions hunting or fishing, although the negotiations preceding Treaty No. 1 
included the promise that “when you have made your Treaty you will still be free 
to hunt over much of the land included in your Treaty...” 

2. The Indians of Treaty No.4 told the Commissioners that if they gave up the land 
they would not give up the animals.  To this the Commissioner answered, “I don’t 
want your animals or the land that you live on.  I’ll (Her Majesty) make a deal with 
you.  I’ll keep all your animals for you because there will be many white men and 
they might kill your animals, so I’ll keep and preserve them for whenever you 
want to hunt.  When you want to hunt you may do so.  They are your animals.” 

3. Treaty Six Indians were assured that they would be free to hunt and fish 
throughout the territory as they had done prior to the Treaty, provided they did 
not destroy the settler crops. 

4. Treaty Seven Indians were assured that they would be free to hunt over the open 
prairie provided they did not molest settlers and others. 

5. Treaty Eight Indians were assured that they would be as free to hunt, fish and 
trap as they had done before the Treaty.  The Treaty Commissioners recognized 
that it would have been impossible to get the Indian people to sign the Treaty 
without such assurances. 
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“We assured them that the treaty would not lead to any forced interference with their 

mode of life that it did not open the way to the imposition of any tax.” 

6. Treaty Indian people were given assurances that the Federal Government would 
take action to conserve fish and wildlife resources.  It was the understanding of 
the Indian people that conservation laws would be primarily to protect game for 
their use, as white people would be dependent for a living upon agriculture and 
domestic animals rather that fish and wildlife. 

7. Treaties recognized inherent (pre-existing) rights to hunt, fish, trap and gather 
and those rights were guaranteed by Treaty subject to modest limitation.  The 
singular limitation determined that unencumbered hunting rights were intended to 
continue except not the extent that settlement interfered with the traditional mode 
of life.  Indians by treaty are entitled to hunt as if they never entered into treaty 
and are only properly subject to laws which restrict hunting in settled areas.  
Otherwise, their hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering activity, whether for 
commercial or domestic purpose is properly subject to no restriction by 
boundaries, or seasons, in terms of hunting methods or type of game.  First 
Nations must establish conservation laws and practice as was the case prior to 
treaty.  

8. Treaty Indians were assured that their hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering 
rights would exist as long as the sun shines and the rivers flow. 

9. Federal and Provincial Governments to review their laws and to bring them into 
line with these treaty provisions and to construct new law ratifying these 
provisions where required. 

10. First Nations Governments are required to establish their inherent jurisdiction by 
customary law and practice to protect the rights and to regulate the exercise of 
them as well as to validate their traditional conservation practices. 

 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Exemption from Taxation 

 
The basic reason for taxation is to raise revenue for government operations and 
services.  The treaties granted Canada access to the resources upon which much of the 
national economy and wealth is built.  This was a prepayment by Indians for services 
guaranteed by treaty to Indians in perpetuity. 
 
The only government which has jurisdiction for taxation of Indians is First Nation 
Government, also guaranteed by Treaty.  First Nations understood the concept of 
taxation to be one of non-Indian governments taxing non-Indians only. 
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 “In case of ware you ask not be compelled to fight.  I trust there will be no war, but 

if it shall occur the Queen would leave you to yourselves. ... she would not ask her 

Indian children to fight for her unless they wished.” 

“If you would get into trouble with the nations, I do not wish to walk out and expose 

my young men to aid you in any of your wars.” 

“The English will never call the Indians out of their country to fight their battles.” 

 

 
The current PST and GST are taxes structured to generate revenue and to provide 
regulating the field of trade and commerce for federal/provincial needs to off-set 
government expenditures and services to non-Indians and their government operations.  
The PST and GST are taxes designed to pay for health, education, social standards 
and services that the treaties guarantee to First Nations as prepaid by the Crown and 
the respective government.  This includes the social safety net.  
 
 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Exemption from War Services 

 
Indians, by Treaty, are not required to fight in any war in which Canada, or any other 
nation, may become involved.   The First Nations, as a sovereign nation, insisted on 
retaining such an important decision under First Nation jurisdiction. 
 
No other organization can require Indian citizens to enter military space.   
 
The fact that many Indians have served in the military on behalf of Canada, and have 
taken part in war services, was done strictly by their own choice which the treaties 
permit.  Indian veterans of military service have participated in war to safe guard their 
homeland and to ensure the preservation of the treaties.  
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 “I do not wish to be treated as they were at Red River – that provisions should be 

stopped as it is there.  Whenever we meet and have a council I wish that provisions be 

given to us.  We cannot speak without eating.” - Chief 

“You are mistaken.  When they are brought together at Red River for their payments 

they got provisions.” – Governor 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty to Meet in Council 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
When the Indians and Federal Officials come together to review the progress of the 
Treaty, the cost has to be borne by the richer nation. 
 
It is understood that at least once a year, the Indians and the Federal Government 
come together to review the treaties at an appointed place. 
 
It is understood that there are two legal parties to treaty.  Bands as political units of First 
Nations are recognized as the first legal party to treaty, where the Crown in right of 
England and Ireland, now through “ Novation of the Crown” theory, it is the Crown in 
Right of Canada, represented by the Federal Government that is recognized as the 
second legal party to treaty. 
 
The First Nation’s Governments must ratify the provisions of the Treaties through First 
Nations jurisdiction and law.  The Federal Government must ratify the provisions of the 
Treaties through its jurisdictions and laws.  This is an obligation recognized by the 
Treaties, the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Constitution Act, 1982. 
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 “It is agreed that it shall at all time be free to His Majesty’s subjects and to the 

citizens of the United States, and also to the Indians dwelling either side of the said 

boundary line, freely to pass and repass by land or inland navigation, into the 

respective territories and countries of the two parties, on the continent of America; 

and to navigate al the lakes, rivers and waters thereof and freely to carry on trade 

and commerce with each other. No duty of entry shall be levied by either party or 

peltries brought by land or inland navigation into the said territories respectively, 

nor shall the Indians passing or repassing with their own proper goods and effects 

of whatever nature, pay for the same any import duty whatsoever.” 

 

The Spirit and Intent of Treaty on the Right to Cross International 

Boundaries 

In the year 1794 an international treaty, the Jay Treaty, was negotiated between Britain 
and the United States of America.  It clearly recognized the right of Indians to travel 
freely across North America to conduct trade and commerce without paying any form of 
taxes or duties. 
 
Article III deals with this right in the following terms: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Canada is required to patriate the Jay Treaty and enter into the Treaty between Canada 
and the U.S.A. similar to the Jay Treaty respecting First Nations’ border crossing.  
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Loss of Control 

Signing the Treaties did not cede our inherent sovereignty of our nationhood and its 
authorities; nor did we give any authority to the Crown in Right of Canada to determine 
our form of government, to determine our membership or citizenship or to determine 
what happens to the status of Indian lands reserved by the Treaties. 
 
Canadian laws and policies are terminating the special status of Indians, the special 
rights of Indians and the special programs for Indians.  The policy objectives target the 
destruction of Indian families, societies and nations. Their policies have resulted in a 
high degree of loss of control by Indians over our political, economic, social, justice, 
cultural, spiritual institutions and structures of governments of First Nations; creating 
negative socio-economic conditions within the communities.  
 
The conditions are symptomatic of loss of total control of “a way of life of a people” that 
created a vacuum that is being filled with negative symptoms.  The loss is 
comprehensive and it affects every part of life including the spiritual, social, economic 
and political parts of the society.  The symptoms affect the individual, the family, the 
community, the society and the nation.   The cumulative negative effects in our First 
Nation individuals is most evident in the imbalance in the four dimensions of being; the 
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual well-being.  We are an unhealthy people in all 
these areas of being due to the total loss of control.   
 
It is important to 
understand that 
these symptoms are 
the result of 
deliberate planned 
and strategic 
external decisions 
and actions to 
interfere with our 
way of life.  These 
symptoms have 
happened to 
indigenous peoples 
worldwide who are 
experiencing the 
same effects of 
colonization, 
globalization and 
Christianization.   
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Rebuilding First Nation’s Government and the Treaties 

Indian Treaty Rights are ours to protect for future generations and to keep on our way of 
life as our Creator taught us.  It is important to understand and embrace the strength 
and power of the inherent rights you possess as a member of your nation.  It is time to 
take responsibility and define our own system of governance, laws and jurisdiction. 
 
There is opportunity to have concurrent processes and institutions with the objectives of 
implementing inherent rights, self-government, self-determination and First Nations 
government based on customs, traditions, the treaties and First Nations’ treaty and 
political alliance by band, by treaty and between treaties. 
 
 

Treaty Offices for the  Implementation of Inherent and Treaty Rights 

By Band Numbered Treaty Alliance Treaty 1 to 11 Alliance 

 

1. Recognize the band as a political 
unit of a First Nation. 

2. Recognize the Band as a legal 
party to Treaty. 

3. Implement of First Nation 
Government through custom and 
tradition (inherent right to self-
government). 

4. Implement, apply and enforce the 
Treaties. 

5. Develop of First Nations’ Law 
and Government. 

6. Establish a Treaty Secretariat 
linked to a Treaty Protection 
Office established by each Treaty 
and between Treaties. 

7. Provide the capacity to deliver 
community based professional, 
skill and trades training. 

8. Arrange affiliate agreements with 
colleges and universities. 

9. Establish a Youth Development 
Unit. 

10. Establish a Cultural Survival Unit. 

11. Establish an Environmental Unit. 

12. Establish a Resource Centre for 
research and development. 

13. Human Resources Development, 
Executive Management and 
Leadership Training. 

 

1. Establish a Sovereign-Treaty 
Forum between the First Nation 
Governments of Treaty Area. 

2. Establish a First Nations Institute 
for First Nations’ Law and 
Government. 

3. Implementation, application and 
enforcement of the Treaties 
between Treaty areas and by 
Treaty area and band. 

4. Provide training and development 
of First Nation Government 
specialists and Treaty specialists. 

5. Establish the communication and 
coordination of information. 

6. Provide research and 
development. 

7. Publications and marketing 
development and service. 

8. Co-host First Nation fora on First 
Nation government and treaties. 

 

1. Establish a First Nation Law and 
Government Institution by Treaty 
(Tribal Council). 

2. Establish a Treaty Protection 
Office by treaty linking a Treaty 
Secretariat by band of the 
respective treaties. 

3. Provide Treaty and First Nation 
Government Specialists to assist 
with the concurrent 
implementation of First Nation 
Government and Treaties. 

4. Establish a Clearing House with 
ta traditional and contemporary 
Resource Centre. 

5. Establish an Elders unit by treaty. 

6. Coordinate the treaty 
implementation, application and 
enforcement of Treaty by Treaty 
and between treaties. 

7. Represent the political agenda of 
First Nations agenda. 

8. Represent the Treaty agenda of 
First Nations 
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Schedule of Special and Unique Laws 
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